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A bottom-weighted mat is one in which the bottom margin 
is wider than the other three sides.

It is my style in framing to add more matting to the bottom 
to compensate for an optical illusion where the eyes will fool 
the brain into thinking the bottom of a mat is narrower when 
a mat is actually equal on all sides. A look at nature shows 
more stablity when heavier on the bottom. Trees are wider 

on the bottom, mountains are wider at the base and buildings have a more solid 
and balanced appearance when bigger on the bottom. It is the natural order of 
things. A wider mat on the bottom will bring the artwork and its focal point up 
within the frame, counteracting a sinking appearance and creating a more visu-
ally balanced presentation.

The bottom weighting of mats is a design feature that seems to have drifted in 
and out of fashion over the years. Antique works of art have weighted mats be-
cause that was standard practice at the time they were originally produced. We 
follow the same aesthetics when reframing them or in reproductions to main-
tain a period appearance.

For a period of time, we did not see many bottom-weighted mats. More framers 
seem to have embraced the technique in the last ten years due to better educa-
tion and a return to implementing more timeless designs. 

There is no reason not to weight the bottom of a mat. Some picture framers bot-
tom weight selectively, some always do it, others never do it.

Once you have decided to bottom weight a mat, how much extra should be 
added. In design, there are no hard and fast rules, only suggestions, rules of 
thumb and guidelines. The overall composition should be suble but noticeable, 
and enough that it looks deliberate. On average, a good place to start is adding 
an additonal one-half of an inch on a three-inch-wide mat.

Bottom weighting mats is one of the easiest design tecniques and it works with 
the simplest framing application like a single mat and a simple frame, metal or 
wood. It requires no special skills, equipment or materials to create a classic,  
balanced look. 

Picture It Framed is located at 3071 Dundas St. West (1/2 block west of High Park Ave.).  
416-762-1221. www.pictureitframed.ca

To Weight, Or  
Not To Weight...

by: Picture It Framed

572 ANNETTE ST.
Great Corner Location, 

Commercial/Residential Use, 

Detached 2 1/2Storey, 5 Bdrms. Separate 

Entrance to Full High Basement 

Detached 2 Car Garage via Private Drive
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Buying!

Call John Stix

Bloor West Village Real Estate Ltd.
2313 Bloor Street West, Suite A
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SOLD!

Are you Ready  
for Some Football?

ashley	&	grace	get	great	seats	to	watch	the		
game	in	moms	terrilynn	&	Kristy’s	arms

Football’s biggest day of the year touched down in our 
neighbourhood on Sunday, February 6th, when the 
Pittsburgh Steelers and the Green Bay Packers battled it 

out in Dallas for pigskin supremacy. The fine establishments 
of our community were packed to capacity with football 
fans looking to catch all of the exciting action on the telly. 
At The Dizzy, lots of prizes and live entertainment spiced 
up the evening. At Mackenzies High Park, all eyes were 
fixed on the 84” TV for every snap of the ball. At Shakey’s, 
a live football pool got everyone involved and hoping to 
walk away a winner. And at The Longest Yard, patrons filled 
the restaurant for the exciting game and tasty food. In the 
end it was MVP Aaron Rodgers and the Packers bringing 
home the Vince Lombardi championship trophy by virtue 
of a 31-25 defeat of Ben Roethlisberger and his Steelers.  
What a game. What a night.

Event code: pe875p

chef	chris	creating	a	masterpiece

Shannon	pouring	a	cold	one

good	friends	at	a	good	game the	boys	kicking	back	to	enjoy	the	game	at	the	Dizzy

Author Kevin Sylvester  
visits Chapters

Kevin	Sylvester	uses	his	creativity	to	get		
his	point	across

On Wednesday, January 26th, author 
and CBC host Kevin Sylvester paid 
a visit to the Chapters bookstore at 

Runnymede Rd. and Bloor St. West. Young 
students from Fern Avenue, Keele Street, 
Mountview Alternative and Shirley Street 
Public Schools came to meet the well-known 
Canadian author and discuss his latest book, 
Neil Flambe and the Aztec Abduction. The 
event is part of a series organized by the 
Canadian Children’s Book Club Program, a 
community-based program facilitating stu-
dent-directed book clubs in elementary and 
middle schools. Students are given opportu-
nities to meet with authors, visit local book-
stores and share ideas with others. For more 
information, visit cankidsbookclub.ca

Event code: pe7k36 


